
Middlesbrough Steel  

Litter Bins 

The Middlesbrough litter bins is our best selling range of bins and they are widely used throughout the United Kingdom. 

They are a popular choice with Councils and local authorities, all of whom like the durability, usability and customisation 

offered by the bin 

The Middlesbrough range is made up of four standard sizes: 

Middlesbrough Steel Litter Bin - 90 Litre Capacity 

Product Code: MLB90 

Height: 930mm 

Width: 530mm 

Depth: 310mm 

Weight: 54 kg 

Middlesbrough Steel Litter Bin - 112 Litre Capacity 

Product Code: MLB112 

Height: 950mm 

Width: 530mm 

Depth: 530mm 

Weight: 69 kg 

Middlesbrough Steel Litter Bin - 160 Litre Capacity 

Product Code: MLB160 

Height: 980mm 

Width: 755mm 

Depth: 460mm 

Weight: 84 kg 

Middlesbrough Steel Litter Bin - 160 Litre Capacity 

Product Code: MLB224 

Height: 980mm 

Width: 755mm 

Depth: 530mm 

Weight: 90 kg 

The Middlesbrough range of bins feature a 10 year anti-perforation warranty as standard.                   

This guarantees the surface of the bins from rusting through completely. 



The bins are fabricated using 2mm galvanised steel with an 8mm galvanised base welded to the walls to make a very strong, 

rigid and durable container. The whole unit is powder coated in one of our standard colours with the option of adding gold or 

silver banding available. If you require a colour that is not among our standard colours, please contact us, as more colours are 

available upon request. 

The bins have a smooth surface as standard and each bin is supplied with a vinyl word to both the front and back of the unit 

free of charge. Please select the text you require from the text and artwork option above. The option to upgrade to laser cut 

text is available and this includes either a gold or silver backing plate. The text is positioned underneath the apertures and is 

available in either English or Welsh. 

We can also arrange to have your decals, logo or motifs made for you and applied to your bin. Simply email us with a good 

quality, clear image and your requirements and we can provide a quotation. 

An important feature of the Middlesbrough range of litter bins is the slam lock fitted as standard to the door. This is a stainless 

steel lock which is easily opened using a square T key and closes with a push of the door against a spring loaded boss. This is a 

very simple yet long lasting system. The door has full 90 degrees opening and makes the removal and emptying of the liner 

much easier. The hinge system is a full length pivoted steel rod and is very reliable even after thousands of openings.   

The unit is supplied with a pre-drilled base and can be securely bolted to the ground using the optional set of 4 RAWL bolts. 

A wide range of options such as ashtrays and peaked lids are available to customise the bin to your exact requirements. Please 

see the following pages for more information. 

Powder Coated Colours 

The Middlesbrough bins are powder coated in one of our standard colours free of charge. If you require a colour that is not 

among our standard colours, please contact us as more colours may be available upon request. 

           Black                          Turquoise                       Dark Blue                              Red                                Orange 

          Light Blue                 Yellow Green                       Silver                              Green                             Magenta 

Grey 

Please note these colours offer an approximation only and should not be used as an exact match. 



Lid Options 

Standard Lid 

The standard lid has a slightly kinked 

raised lid to allow rainwater to run off. 

Slight Peaked Lid 

The slight peaked lid is 65mm high and 

has ben designed with the aim of    

discouraging anti-social behaviour by 

not allowing people to sit on top of the 

bin or place rubbish on the top. 

High Peaked Lid 

The high peaked lid is 120mm high and 

has ben designed with the aim of    

discouraging anti-social behaviour by 

not allowing people to sit on top of the 

bin or place rubbish on the top. 

Text & Artwork Options 

Bins comes as standard with 2x vinyl words, one to the front and one to the back of the bin. Just select the word you require 

from the Text & Artwork option. The vinyl text is available in either gold or silver. 

The option to upgrade to laser cut text is available and this includes either a gold or silver backing plate. 

Please note the standard font height is 40mm unless the length of the word exceeds the width of the product, then the font 

height will be 30mm. 

Laser cut text will be segmented as shown above, where a central area needs to retained, for example the centre of an ’o’.  

Bespoke lettering is available upon request. Please contact us to discuss your requirements. 

185mm x 40mm 325mm x 95mm 

269mm x 40mm 

328mm x 40mm 

130mm x 105mm 



Smoking & Gum Options 

Stainless Steel Stubber Plate 

Designed to encourage smokers to 

use it to stub out their cigarettes and 

cigars instead of using the bin and 

leaving unsightly marks on it. 

Easyfit Ashtray 

The circular Easyfit ashtray is factory 

fitted and features a spring loaded 

butterfly bottom for quick emptying 

into the liner below. 

Standard Ashtray 

The Standard ashtray is factory fitted 

and features a counter-balance   

emptying system with a recessed 

drop area for cigarette and cigar 

butts. 

Both ashtray options are available in gold or silver and can be optioned with the stubber plate 

Gum Chute 

The Gum Chute is designed to encourage correct disposal of chewing gum. 

Optional Extras 

Anti-Fly Poster Dimples 

Dimples to all sides of the bin to 

prevent posters being applied. 

Bird Flaps* 

Flaps help to prevent birds and 

squirrels getting inside the bin. 

*Available upon request only 

Steel Beading* 

Riveted steel beading is available 

to go around the circumference 

of the bin. Available in gold or 

silver. 

*Available upon request only 



Advertising Frame* 

Advertising frames can be added 

to allow posters to be displayed.  

The artwork is interchangeable by 

unclipping the sides of the frame 

and can be done quickly and easi-

ly. 

Advertising frames are available in 

A4 or A3 sizes. 

*Available upon request only 

Ground Fixing Options 

*Optional Extras continued…... 

Perforations* 

Decorative perforations can be 

punched out of all sides of the bin 

and this helps discourage fly-

posting 

*Available upon request only 

Set of 4 RAWL Bolts 

The Middlesbrough litter bins are 

supplied with a pre-drilled base 

allowing secure ground fixing   

using RAWL bolts. 

Ground Anchor Feet 

Ground Anchor Feet enable a bin 

to be sited into freshly laid con-

crete. The feet are supplied loose 

with the bin and bolt to the 

bottom of a bin. Once the con-

crete cures the bin is secured in 

place. 

Concrete Base* 

A concrete slab is either bolted to 

the base of the bin or fitted inside. 

This concrete slab weights the bin 

down and is ideal for areas where 

ground fixing is not an option. 

*Price varies depending on model 

of bin. Please contact us to       

discuss. 

Kingfisher Direct Limited, Unit 12, Retford Enterprise Centre 

Randall Way, Retford, Nottinghamshire, DN22 7GR 

Tel: 01777 858009 Fax: 01777 858010 


